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Rising interest rates have quickly rebalanced the 
housing market from last year’s extreme growth. 
National home prices have fallen for the eighth 
month in a row, with the fastest interest rate 
tightening cycle since the 1990s weighing on home 
prices in most parts of the country.  

Though the pace of price falls remains significantly 
less than the larger falls seen in June and July 
when interest rates first started rising, the 
downturn has continued to deepen as interest 
rates continue to rise. 

A further 25bp rate rise, taking the cash rate above 
3% in December, is all but certain. With additional 
rate rises on the horizon, borrowing costs will 
continue to increase and maximum borrowing 
capacities will further reduce. The significant 
reduction in borrowing capacities implies further 
price falls. Though, positive demand effects will 
counter the downward pressure to a degree, with 
price falls likely to ease once interest rates stop 
rising in 2023. 

  

Key findings:  

• National home price falls accelerated from 
October’s slower pace of declines, with national 
prices recording a 0.16% drop in November.  

• Prices fell in nearly every capital city, with Darwin 
(-0.49%) and Melbourne (-0.33) recording the 
largest falls.  

• South Australia continues to defy the downturn, 
with prices in Adelaide rising 0.25% to a new peak. 
Home prices in regional South Australia recorded 
the strongest pace of growth in November, rising 
0.30% to also reach a new price peak.  

• Regionally, home prices in Queensland fell the 
fastest in November, slipping 0.49%. Still, regional 
prices have held up better than capital cities, 
falling 0.16% in November to sit 3.89% above their 
level a year ago. In the capital cities, prices also 
fell 0.16% but are now 3.09% below their level a 
year ago. 

• Despite recent falls, prices nationally are still 30% 
above their pre-pandemic levels.  

1 Dec 2022 

Home price declines deepen as spring selling season draws to a close; further 
rate rises set to continue downward trend  
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Melbourne 
Melbourne home price falls accelerated in 
November, slipping 0.33%, which was the 
second largest price fall out of the capital 
cities. Prices are now 4.49% below their 
November 2021 level and 5.30% below their 
recent peak. Price falls are expected to 
continue in Melbourne in the period ahead as 
interest rates continue to rise, further reducing 
borrowing capacities. 
 
Adelaide 
Adelaide, the strongest performing capital city 
market over the past year, saw home prices 
rise 0.25% to another fresh peak in November. 
Adelaide has recorded annual growth of 
12.63%. Demand for more affordable regions 
and larger homes has buoyed the Adelaide 
market and is likely to continue to do so. 
 
Hobart 
Home prices in Hobart fell 0.27% in November 
to sit 2.92% below their peak in April. However, 
prices remain 1.06% higher than levels seen in 
November last year and are up 43.8% 
compared to pre-pandemic levels in March 
2020. 
 
ACT 
Prices in Canberra were flat in November (-
0.02%). Prices are now sitting 4.20% below 
their peak in March and are below their level in 
November 2021.  
 

Sydney 
Sydney home prices fell 0.14% in November 
and are now down 6.44% over the past year. 
Prices have fallen persistently since March this 
year, with Sydney seeing the greatest falls of 
any market. As interest rates have risen, home 
prices are falling fastest across more 
expensive regions and property types. 
Sydney, the priciest capital city nationally, is 
bearing the brunt of these effects. However, 
the pace of price falls has eased in Sydney 
from the faster pace seen in June and July.  
 
Brisbane 
Prices recorded a slight fall (-0.04%) in 
Brisbane in November and are now 2.71% 
below their peak recorded in April 2022. 
Brisbane is the second strongest capital city 
market, with prices up 4.72% over the past 
year. However, conditions in Brisbane have 
quickly shifted due to the fast pace of rate 
rises.  
 
Perth 
Perth home prices recorded a slight fall (-
0.04%) in November, however they continued 
to hold up better than other capital cities. 
Prices have increased 4.13% over the past year 
and remain just shy of peak levels. 
 
Darwin 
Darwin led price declines across the capitals 
in November, with home prices falling 0.49% 
to sit just 0.77% above levels seen in 
November last year. 
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For PropTrack insights visit: 
realestate.com.au/insights 
proptrack.com.au/home-price-index 
linkedin.com/showcase/proptrack 

Methodology 
The PropTrack HPI model uses a hybrid methodology that 
combines repeat sales and hedonic regression. Both of these 
methodologies are commonly used to measure housing price 
movements in Australia and overseas. These methodologies 
are designed to estimate the change in home prices in a way 
that is not affected by the quality and location of the sample 
of homes that transact in a given period. 
 
Repeat sales regression matches transactions of identical 
properties over time. This uses the fact that the change in 
price of a given property over time should only reflect 
changes in market prices (assuming no significant alteration or 
renovation was undertaken between sales). Hedonic 
regression breaks down the value of homes into observable 
characteristics (e.g. size, location) to account for differences in 
characteristics of sold properties over time. 
 
The PropTrack HPI uses a hybrid methodology, which starts 
with a repeat sales regression, but allows transactions for non-
identical, but closely located properties of the same type to 
be matched together. Sales of properties of the same type 
(house, unit) in the same ABS Statistical Area Level 1 are 
matched together. There are over 57,000 spatial SA1 regions 
across Australia, with a population generally between 200 and 
800 people. This increases the number of matches that can be 
used to estimate home price growth and uses the fact that 
nearby properties are generally similar. Hedonic regression is 
used to account for differences in the size of properties that 
are matched together, using the number of bedrooms in each 
property. 
 
In this way, the hybrid methodology augments the repeat sales 
methodology for home price growth to be estimated where 
there might not be sufficient volume of repeat sales 
transactions. 
 
The PropTrack HPI estimates home price growth in a robust 
and flexible manner, which is revised each month, allowing 
each estimate to best reflect the available data on Australian 
home prices over time.  
 
 
Copyright and disclaimer notices 
In compiling this report, PropTrack Pty Ltd (PropTrack) has 
relied on historical and current data supplied by State 
government agencies. The information contained in this report 
is summary information only. PropTrack does not make any 
warranty as to the accuracy, completeness or reliability of the 
information or accept any liability arising in any way from any 
omissions or errors. The information should not be regarded as 
advice or relied upon by you or any other person and we 
recommend that you seek professional advice before making 
any property decisions. 
 
Australian Capital Territory Data 
The Territory Data is the property of the Australian Capital 
Territory. No part of it may in any form or by any means 
(electronic, mechanical, microcopying, photocopying, 
recording or otherwise) be reproduced, stored in a retrieval 
system or transmitted without prior written permission. 
Enquiries should be directed to: Manager, Customer Services, 
Environment and Planning Directorate, GPO Box 158 
CANBERRA ACT 2601. 
 
New South Wales Data 
Property sales information © Crown in right of NSW through 
the Valuer General 2020 
 
Northern Territory Data 
Based on information provided under licence by the 
Department of Lands and Planning, Northern Territory of 
Australia. 
 
 

 
Queensland Data 
Based on or contains data provided by the State of 
Queensland (Department of Natural Resources and Mines) 
2017. In consideration of the State permitting use of this data 
you acknowledge and agree that the State gives no warranty 
in relation to the data (including accuracy, reliability, 
completeness, currency or suitability) and accepts no liability 
(including without limitation, liability in negligence) for any 
loss, damage or costs (including consequential damage) 
relating to any use of the data. Data must not be used for 
direct marketing or be used in breach of the privacy laws. 
 
South Australian Data 
This information is based on data supplied by the South 
Australian Government and is published by permission. The 
South Australian Government does not accept any 
responsibility for the accuracy, completeness or suitability for 
any purpose of the published information or underlying data. 
 
Tasmanian Data 
This product incorporates data the copyright ownership of 
which is vested in the Crown in Right of Tasmania. The data 
has been used in the product with the permission of the Crown 
in Right of Tasmania. 
 
The Crown in Right of Tasmania and its employees and agents: 

(a) give no warranty regarding the data’s accuracy, 
completeness, currency or suitability for any particular 
purpose; and 
(b) do not accept liability howsoever arising, including but 
not limited to negligence, for any loss resulting from the 
use of or reliance upon the data. 

 
Base data with the LIST © Crown in Right of Tasmania 
https://www.thelist.tas.gov.au 
 
Victorian Data 
The State of Victoria owns the copyright in the Property Sales 
Data and reproduction of that data in any way without the 
consent of the State and Victoria will constitute a breach of 
the Copyright Act 1968 (Cth). The State of Victoria does not 
warrant the accuracy or completeness of the Property Sales 
Data and any person using or relying upon such information 
does so on the basis that the State of Victoria accepts no 
responsibility or liability whatsoever for any errors, faults, 
defects or omissions in the information supplied. 
 
Western Australian Data 
Information contained within this product includes location 
information data licensed from Western Australian Land 
Information Authority (WALIA) trading as Landgate. Copyright 
in the location information data remains with WALIA. WALIA 
does not warrant the accuracy or completeness of the 
location information data or its suitability for any particular 
purpose. 
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